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ABSTRACT

Characterization of the Ag/AgCl electrode is a necessary step toward its

application as a chloride sensor in a highly alkaline medium, such as concrete.

The nucleation and growth of AgCl on Ag in 0.1 M HCl was verified through

cyclic voltammetry. Ag anodization was performed at current densities, deter-

mined by potentiodynamic polarization in the same (0.1 M HCl) medium. The

morphology and microstructure of the AgCl layers were evaluated via electron

microscopy, while surface chemistry was studied through energy-dispersive

spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. At current density above

2 mA/cm2, the thickness and heterogeneity of the AgCl layer increased. In this

condition, small AgCl particles formed in the immediate vicinity of the Ag

substrate, subsequently weakening the bond strength of the Ag/AgCl interface.

Silver oxide-based or carbon-based impurities were present on the surface of the

sensor in amounts proportional to the thickness and heterogeneity of the AgCl

layer. It is concluded that a well-defined link exists between the properties of the

AgCl layer, the applied current density and the recorded overpotential during

Ag anodization. The results can be used as a recommendation for preparation of

chloride sensors with stable performance in cementitious materials.

Introduction

The determination of the chloride content in rein-

forced concrete (RC) structures is important for the

assessment of the probability of chloride-induced

corrosion of steel reinforcement. Although the

application of Ag/AgCl sensors for the above pur-

pose is well known, the benefits and drawbacks of

utilization of these sensors are still a subject of

discussion [1–3]. Discussions concern the OCP

responses of the sensors in alkaline medium and the

observed scatter among these responses. For instance,

similar Ag/AgCl sensors are reported to give a dif-

ferent response to identical alkaline medium, which

is a nonexpected outcome. While the sensor’s

response is just a common open-circuit potential

(OCP) record, i.e., the Ag/AgCl electrode potential

reading, the possible discrepancies will reflect the
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time needed for establishing a dynamic equilibrium

at the sensor/environment interface. Although fun-

damental electrochemical thermodynamics and

kinetics can explain these discrepancies [4–12], prac-

tical application of the Ag/AgCl sensors for RC

structures is still to be justified. This justification

refers to specifying the limits for these sensors’

application and the reasons behind the existence of

such limits.

The motivation of this work lies in an attempt to

clarify the origin of the unexpected results obtained

with Ag/AgCl sensors in alkaline medium. The lack

of agreement among the OCP response of the sensors

has been reported as partly attributable to the sen-

sors’ preparation methods [1]. Varying physical

properties of the AgCl layer were considered as the

reason for OCP responses, different from those

expected [2]. The potentially weak bond between the

AgCl layer and the Ag substrate of the sensor, a bond

which develops during sensor’s preparation, has

been suggested as the main reason for the poor per-

formance of the sensor in alkaline medium [3],

although this has not been experimentally justified.

Hence, the experimental evidence to support this

hypothesis is scarce [1, 4].

The thermodynamic considerations and the kinet-

ics of AgCl formation on a Ag substrate were subject

to numerous works in the fields of electrochemistry

and crystal growth since the early 1950s [5–11].

Despite the results in these thoroughly elaborated

works, the properties and performance of Ag/AgCl

electrodes in the alkaline medium are yet to be

affirmed, especially in view of their application as

chloride sensors for RC structures.

One of the reasons for a limited number of reports

on the correlation between the properties of the AgCl

layer and the response of the sensor in alkaline

medium is related to unsuccessful attempts for

observing the inner morphology of the AgCl layer.

For instance, as reported in [4, 11, 12]: microscopic

observations of the Ag/AgCl interface was prob-

lematic. The attempts to stiffen the sample by Cu and

Ni–P plating or liquid N2 (low temperature of

approx. – 190 �C) was not successful, since the soft

AgCl particles would spread over the entire surface

of the samples and mask the interface. Sample

preparation to address the above challenges is dis-

cussed in this work and is part of in-depth investi-

gation of the Ag/AgCl sensors’ performance in

alkaline medium.

Different techniques are available for the AgCl for-

mation on a Ag substrate [13]. The AgCl layer can be

attached (physically bond) on the Ag substrate by dip-

ping Ag in molten silver chloride, the layer can be elec-

trochemically formed by anodization inHCl solution, or

chemically formed, by oxidation with aqueous FeCl3
solution. The choice of a technique is determined by a

general attempt to improve theperformanceofAg/AgCl

electrodes in view of their sensitivity to various param-

eters, involved in the manufacturing process. For

instance, in the case of screen printing, a Ag–AgCl paste

is deposited on ametallic surface (e.g., Pt) to produce the

Ag/AgCl electrode. The adhesive properties of the paste

to the supporting electrode might not be very good;

hence, the reliability of the sensor will depend on the

homogeneity of theAg–AgCl paste used [14]. In general,

the relatively small contact area, i.e., weak adhesion

between the Ag rod and AgCl layer, may lead to oxida-

tion of AgCl at Ag/AgCl interface by hydroxide ions

from the alkaline medium at a relatively fast rate [15].

One of the most frequently used methods for Ag/

AgCl sensor preparation is anodization of Ag in a

HCl solution [16–19]. The low pH of a HCl solution

would limit the possible Ag2O formation [20, 21] and

would result in AgCl formation on the Ag substrate.

A layer of AgCl with sufficient thickness was con-

sidered to be of ca. tens of the micrometer range [12].

With anodization, the rate of AgCl formation

depends on the applied current density and the time

of the anodization [22]. Different current density and

anodizing time have been reported for the prepara-

tion of sensors, e.g., 0.4 mA/cm2 for 30 min [16, 19],

2 mA/cm2 for 30 min [17], 0.2 mA/cm2 for 1 h [18],

0.4 mA/cm2 for 2 h [3]. Logically, as with each elec-

trochemical process of this kind, the anodization

regime will affect the produced layer thickness, sur-

face morphology and ionic/electron conductivity,

respectively [5, 10]. These features of the AgCl layer

may subsequently be reflected in the electrochemical

response of the sensor [20], especially in alkaline

medium. For instance, a porous microstructure of the

AgCl layer increases the probability of a mixed

potential by limiting the rate at which the sensor can

achieve equilibrium potential [23]. This should be

avoided, if possible, in order to achieve a more

accurate and reliable sensor’s response.

Considering aforementioned, the focus of this

paper is to correlate the properties of the AgCl layer

to the anodization regime and link these to the actual

electrochemical response of the sensor in chloride-
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containing alkaline medium. The importance of this

correlation is in view of the research question: how

different morphology, microstructure and composi-

tion of the AgCl layer are important for the accuracy

of a sensor and determination of the chloride content

in a relevant medium. The significance of the above

dependencies is also evaluated in view of the intrin-

sic conductivity of a AgCl layer (ionic and electron

conductivity), more importantly how these proper-

ties determine an electrochemical equilibrium at a

sensor/solution interface, i.e., the sensor’s response,

is also addressed.

Experimental materials, methods
and technical background

Electrochemical tests on Ag in 0.1 M HCl

Linear sweep cyclic voltammetry (CV) and poten-

tiodynamic polarization (PDP) were employed as

screening techniques to derive information for AgCl

formation on the Ag substrate. Ag wires of 99.5%

purity, 1 mm diameter, were supplied by Salomon’s

Metalen B.V. Netherlands. The CV and PDP tests

were carried out in 0.1 M HCl solution (pH * 1.4) in

a conventional three-electrode cell arrangement,

where the Ag wire (1 cm length) was the working

electrode, a Pt mesh was the counter electrode and a

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was the reference

electrode. The CV scans were performed from - 400

to ? 150 mV (versus OCP) at a scan rate of 100 mV/s

with the aim to verify AgCl nucleation and growth in

the chosen medium. PDP was performed in the range

of -200 to ? 1600 mV versus OCP at a scan rate of

0.5 mV/s. The PDP test results determined the range

of current densities, potentially suitable for anodizing

Ag in the chosen medium. The CV and PDP tests

were performed using PGSTAT 302N potentiostat

(Metrohm Autolab B.V., The Netherlands).

Ag anodization: preparation of Ag/AgCl
sensors

The Ag wires were cleaned for 2 h in concentrated

ammonia, then immersed in demineralized water

overnight, prior to anodization in 0.1 M HCl solution.

Anodization was carried out in two manners: (1) at

4 mA/cm2 with varying anodization time from 900 s

to 1 h, and (2) for equal duration of 1 h, but at four

different current densities, i.e., 0.5 mA/cm2 (regime

A), 1 mA/cm2 (regime B), 2 mA/cm2 (regime C) and

4 mA/cm2 (regime D). The wires anodized in the first

manner, i.e., highest current density and varying time

of anodization, are designated as D-type sensors,

since they formed a parallel group of the D sensors,

prepared via the second approach at 4 mA/cm2 for

1 h anodization only. The D-type sensors were only

used for microscopic investigations of the Ag/AgCl

interface and as supportive evidence to the results for

all other sensor types, including the discussion on

ohmic resistance of the AgCl layers. The experimen-

tal setup and instrumentation for sensors’ prepara-

tion were identical to the one for the CV and PDP

tests. The current regimes were chosen based on the

PDP screening test as specified in ‘‘Electrochemical

tests on Ag in 0.1 M HCl’’ section. The thickness of

the AgCl layer was both experimentally determined

(‘‘Morphology, microstructure and surface chemistry

of the AgCl layer’’ section) and theoretically

approximated by employing Eq. (1), which essen-

tially is a modification of Faraday’s law:

X ¼ i �M � t
F � d ð1Þ

where X is the thickness of the AgCl layer (cm); i is

the applied current density (A/cm2); M is the

molecular weight of AgCl, 143.5 g/mol; t is the

duration of anodization; F is the Faraday’s constant

(F = 96500 C/mol/equiv); d is the density of the

AgCl layer, 5.56 g/cm3. The theoretical approxima-

tion of a AgCl layer after Ag anodization is also

reported in the literature [5].

Ag/AgCl sensors’ response in alkaline
medium

The sensors’ response in a model alkaline medium is

their open-circuit potential (OCP) over time. A brief

background on OCP-related theory in view of the

Ag/AgCl electrode (or sensor) is as follows: record-

ing the OCP of the sensor reflects the main concept of

defining the chloride content at the sensor/medium

interface. Well known is that Ag/AgCl sensors are

predominantly sensitive to chloride ions; hence, their

response in chloride-containing medium is directly

related to the activity (concentration, respectively) of

the chloride ions. This relationship is governed by the

Nernst equation (Eq. 2):
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E ¼ E0
Ag=AgCl � 2:303

RT

nF
lg aCl�½ � ð2Þ

where E is the measured OCP of the sensor versus a

reference electrode such as SCE, E0
Ag=AgCl is the stan-

dard electrode potential for the Ag/AgCl electrode

(V), acl� is the activity of the chloride ions (mol dm-3)

in the vicinity of the electrode, R is the gas constant

(J mol-1 K-1), F is the Faraday constant (C mol-1)

and T is the absolute temperature (K). The chloride

ions concentration (CCl�) [molality] can be calculated

further, using the relationship in Eq. (3), employing

the activity coefficient ccl� [24].

acl� ¼ CCl� � cCl� ð3Þ

Equation (2) is based on the electrochemical

exchange equilibrium, presented by Eq. (4), which

takes place on the surface of the sensor in chloride-

containing medium. In the alkaline medium of zero

or low chloride ions content, the adopted OCP will

deviate from the one following Eq. (2), since inter-

fering hydroxide ions will dominate the potential

response, i.e., E will not present the Ag/AgCl equi-

librium only, but also reflect a mixed potential of a

Ag/AgCl/Ag2O interface. In this case, the exchange

equilibrium presented by Eq. (5) will be relevant.

Agþ Cl� $ AgClþ e� ð4Þ

2AgClþ 2OH� $ Ag2Oþ 2Cl� þH2O ð5Þ

More details on the theoretical aspects of Ag/AgCl

response in alkaline medium, and relevant con-

straints, are reported in a recent review on the subject

and references therein [25].

The OCP of the chloride sensors, as produced in

different anodization regimes, were recorded in

chloride-containing cement extract. OCP was moni-

tored by using the specified in ‘‘Electrochemical tests

on Ag in 0.1 M HCl’’ section electrochemical setup.

The cement extract (CE) of pH ca. 12.8 was obtained

by mixing cement powder (CEM I 42.5N) and dem-

ineralized water at the ratio of 1:1. The bottled mix-

ture was rotated for 24 h, followed by filtration for

obtaining the extract. The chemical composition of

CE is as follows: Ca—201 mg/l; K—3.85 mg/l; Na—

1.33 mg/l; Al—4 mg/l and Fe\ 1 mg/l. Sodium

chloride was added as a solid to the desired con-

centrations of 20 and 260 mM in the CE (CE is a

generally used model medium for electrochemical

studies, e.g., for steel [26, 27], since it resembles the

pore water of cement-based materials).

Morphology, microstructure and surface
chemistry of the AgCl layer

The following procedure sequence (Fig. 1) was

employed prior to microscopic observations of the

Ag/AgCl interface: (1) a portion of the Ag wire was

narrowed prior to anodization; (2) the narrowed

portion was stretched from the two sides of the notch;

(3) this allowed investigation of a ‘‘cross section’’, i.e.,

the parallel growth of the AgCl layer on the Ag

substrate. The obtained cross section resembled a

fracture surface. This enabled the inner morphology

of the AgCl layer to be well observed. This procedure

and sequence were specifically chosen for the pur-

pose of clear differentiation of the AgCl layers’ for-

mation on identically handled Ag substrates, but in

conditions of different anodization regime (various

current density, ‘‘Ag anodization: preparation of Ag/

AgCl sensors’’ section). This approach was chosen as

the only suitable one to address the objectives of this

work and to overcome the challenges with Ag/AgCl

sample preparation for microscopy purposes, as

specifically outlined in the introduction section.

The AgCl layers were analyzed, using Environ-

mental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM), Phi-

lips-XL30 equipped with an energy-dispersive

spectrometer (EDS). The samples were examined

under accelerating voltage of 20 kV in high vacuum

mode.

The surface chemistry was evaluated through

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The mea-

surements were taken using an ESCALAB MkII (VG

Scientific) electron spectrometer at a base pressure in

the analysis chamber of 5 9 10-10 mbar using twin

anode MgKa/AlKa X-ray source with excitation

energies of 1253.6 and 1486.6 eV, respectively. The

XPS spectra were recorded at the total instrumental

resolution (as it was measured with the FWHM of

Ag3d5/2 photoelectron line) of 1.06 and 1.18 eV for

MgKa and AlKa excitation sources. The processing of

the measured spectra included a subtraction of X-ray

satellites and Shirley-type background [28]. The peak

positions and peak areas were evaluated by a sym-

metrical Gaussian–Lorentzian curve fitting. The rel-

ative concentrations of various chemical species were

determined by normalization of the peak areas to

their photoionization cross sections, calculated by

Scofield [29].
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Results and discussion

AgCl nucleation and growth

CV tests

The formation of AgCl on a Ag substrate, from

nucleation and growth to reduction and recovery of

the AgCl layer in various solutions, has been largely

studied over the past decades. Both analytical and

experimental works are reported and readily avail-

able [7, 9, 30–34]. Studying these processes generally

means recording the metal’s response to a variety of

imposed signals (waves). Linear sweep CV, for

example, provides invariable information on the

nucleation process, while a PDP response would

define the range of current densities for Ag

anodization. It is not a subject to this paper to discuss

in detail the electrochemistry behind AgCl nucleation

and growth, but to rather clarify the chosen approach

toward Ag/AgCl sensors preparation. CV and PDP

were employed to that end, as screening techniques.

Figure 2 depicts CV scans for Ag in 0.1 M HCl,

Fig. 2a, and the PDP response in 0.1 M HCl, Fig. 2b.

The aspects of employing CV and the theoretical

interpretation of CV scans are reported in detail

[35–38] and will be only commented here to the

extent of addressing the objectives of this work.

When a phase nucleation on a metal surface is

involved (as AgCl on Ag), the CV curve (Fig. 2a) will

reflect a number of characteristic features: (1) an

enhanced anodic and cathodic peak currents sepa-

ration, which is different from the otherwise

observed more narrow response for a general mass

transport controlled CV; (2) a characteristic cross-

over in the reverse branch of the CV scan will be

observed (Fig. 2a, point at E = 40 mV); along with (3)

the presence of a current maxima in the reversed scan

(peak C2 in Fig. 2a), caused by the phase nucleation

in the forward scan. The theory and observable

characteristic features in a CV scan were formulated

for both interfacial and diffusion control of the crystal

growth kinetics [39]. In other words, as seen in

Fig. 2a), the hysteresis loop, forming in the reverse

scan of the recorded CV for Ag in 0.1 M HCl solution,

the cross-over point at ca. 40 mV and the peak C2,

define the nucleation of AgCl on the Ag substrate.

Next, the cross-over point remains constant with

subsequent scans (Fig. 2a, inlet), which proves an

interfacial control of the AgCl growth kinetics.

The following features of the CV response (Fig. 2a)

can also be noted: practically zero current on the

forward scans (also confirming the inertness of Ag in

these conditions) was followed by a rapid rise of

anodic current, observed at 80 mV in the first scan

and 54 mV in the subsequent scans. This single

anodic peak (A1) is a Ag dissolution peak in the 1st

scan and a stripping peak in the subsequent scans,

corresponding to the removal of already formed at

negative potentials deposits on the Ag surface. A

cathodic shift for the base of the anodic peak was

observed with subsequent scans, at the point of the

abrupt rise of anodic current (80 mV) (Fig. 2a, inlet).

This shift was more significant between the 1st and

2nd CV scans (from 80 to 54 mV), marginal between

the 2nd and 5th scans (54–49 mV), and not relevant

afterward—toward the 20th scan. Prior to the catho-

dic current maximum on the reverse scan (peak C2), a

nearly linear current–potential region on either side

of the cross-over point (at 40 mV) can be observed

(Fig. 2a and inlet), where the cross-over potential

would equal to the metal–metal ion reversible

potential (in this case a slight deviation from the

standard potential of 22 mV for the reaction equilib-

rium at a Ag/Ag? interface was observed). The

cathodic peak C1 (- 55 mV) was recorded only in the

1st scan and can be associated with: (1) the very first

stage of deposition (initiation) of AgCl nuclei [10]; (2)

can be due to increased Ag? concentration, following

the first anodic current increase [40]; (3) and/or can

be due to the contribution of an initially smaller size

Fig. 1 Procedure sequence for the preparation of a cross section of the Ag/AgCl sensor: a narrowing the Ag wire prior to anodization;

b stretching from both sides after anodization; c as a prepared cross section for ESEM observations.
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AgCl nuclei on the Ag substrate. Similar variation in

cathodic peaks potential and currents within AgCl

formation on a Ag substrate was reported to be sus-

tained in all scans and linked to the contribution of

large (e.g., peak C2) or smaller (e.g., peak C1) AgCl

nuclei [10]. However, the mechanism here is obvi-

ously different: a reoccurrence of the peak C1 with

subsequent scans was not recorded (Fig. 2a). With

scanning both anodic and cathodic peaks currents

initially increased, Fig. 2a, as expected, while the

cross-over point remained at the identical current–

potential location, irrespective of the scan number

(Fig. 2a and inlet). A constancy of the cross-over

point would mean the formation of crystals of a large

size, while in contrast, a cathodic shift of this point

would be denoted to diffusion-controlled crystal

growth and will also imply a decreasing crystal size

[39]. A cathodic shift of the cross-over point (Fig. 2a)

was not observed. Therefore, the peak C1 most likely

reflects an increased Ag? concentration during the

initial Ag dissolution, followed by initiation of AgCl

nuclei formation. The interfacial controlled crystal

growth of AgCl nuclei of sufficiently large size is

reflected by the shape of the CVs with subsequent

scans, where stabilization in both anodic and catho-

dic currents was observed between the 5th and 20th

cycles (Fig. 2a), attributable to the coverage of the Ag

substrate by a AgCl layer.

Similar features in a CV response were attributed

to a 3D growth of AgCl for Ag/AgCl interfaces in

various electrolytes [30, 41, 42]. However, to be noted

is that AgCl is known to have a limited electron

conductivity, together with a limited ionic conduc-

tivity (e.g., for Ag? and Cl- ions, [43]. This will

impede a subsequent growth of AgCl on the Ag

surface, once a layer of a certain thickness had

already developed. As shown in Fig. 2a, the current

at anodic and cathodic peaks increases only initially,

together with a slight shift of peak potentials (this is

between the 1st and the 5th scans). With subsequent

scanning no further increase was observed, main-

taining the same peaks potential and, as aforemen-

tioned, a constant position of the current cross-over

point (inlet in Fig. 2a). These features would be con-

sistent with a 2D (rather than 3D) growth process

[44], and stabilization of the AgCl layer on the Ag

substrate. The actual morphology and microstructure

of AgCl, grown on the Ag substrate, will be discussed

in detail in ‘‘Surface morphology and microstructure’’

section. The ionic and electron conductivity of the

AgCl layer will be discussed in ‘‘Correlation of sen-

sors’ response, surface properties and ohmic resis-

tance of AgCl’’ section in relation to the

morphological observations.

PDP test

The PDP test was performed to determine the range

of suitable current densities for AgCl formation. At

potentials more noble than the corrosion potential

(Ecorr = 20 mV vs. SCE), the PDP curve shows a

sharp increase in anodic current, Fig. 2b. This

Fig. 2 a An overlay of the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 10th and 20th CV scan for Ag in 0.1 M HCl; b PDP curve for Ag in 0.1 M HCl.
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increase in current with anodic polarization was

almost potential independent until ca. 150 mV, cor-

responding to an anodic current maximum of 4 mA/

cm2. Stabilization followed after this point and

independence of current from potential with further

polarization was observed. At potential values more

anodic than 300 mV, a limitation of anodic current

was relevant with a current stabilization at approx.

2 mA/cm2. This limitation in the current density can

be interpreted as the coverage of the Ag surface by a

AgCl layer. Based on the PDP test result (Fig. 2b), the

current density range for AgCl layer formation is

between ca. 0.05 and 4 mA/cm2, with 4 mA/cm2 as a

maximum and 0.5–2 mA/cm2 as an average range,

where the Ag substrate is supposedly uniformly

covered by AgCl. Therefore, for the Ag anodization

process in 0.1 M HCl and Ag/AgCl sensor’s prepa-

ration, respectively, four current densities in the

range of: 0.5–4 mA/cm2 were employed (regimes A–

D in Fig. 3). The current densities of 2 and 4 mA/cm2

can be referred to as high current densities, while 0.5

and 1 mA/cm2 are considered as average to low

current densities.

The anodization regimes A–D in Fig. 3 are from

this point forward used as sensors’ designation, i.e.,

sensors A, B, C and D are discussed in the following

sections. Figure 3 also gives the theoretically

approximated thickness of the AgCl layer in each

regime, together with the experimentally derived

one. The former was calculated using the previously

introduced Eq. (1); the latter is subject to presentation

and discussion in ‘‘Surface morphology and

microstructure’’ section.

Sensors’ response: OCP records

Background and related general considerations

Evaluating the sensors’ response to alkaline medium

is important in view of their practical application in a

(reinforced) concrete system. In chloride-containing

medium the sensors’ OCP will return the chloride

ions concentration in that medium (in accordance

with the previously introduced Eqs. 2, 3 and 4). In the

chloride-free environment, as would be in a concrete

system where chlorides did not yet penetrate the

matrix, the sensors’ OCP will reflect a mixed poten-

tial and a dynamic exchange equilibrium, similar to

Eq. (5), will be relevant. For the former situation, the

OCP is expected to shift in cathodic direction and will

be determined by the activity of the chloride ions

(e.g., for chloride content in the range of

250–500 mM, the OCP value of a chloride sensor

should read between 6 and 23 mV vs. SCE [45]). For

the latter case, chloride-free alkaline medium, the

OCP values are expected to be more anodic (ca.

100–150 mV vs. SCE, [13, 45, 46]), due to a mixed

potential, arising from OH- ions interference [1]. The

level of OH- ions interference will, therefore, depend

on the chloride ions concentration (i.e., the OH-/Cl-

ratio) and will dominate in the absence of Cl- ions. A

detection limit, largely determining a chloride sen-

sor’s response, is reported to be 10 mM chloride

content [45]. Although OH- ions interference cannot

be excluded in the hereby employed alkaline solu-

tions of pH ca. 12.8, the chloride content in the model

media was adjusted to be above the reported detec-

tion limit of 10 mM. This was also done in view of the

objective of this work to elucidate the effect of AgCl

morphology and microstructure on the response of

sensor within chloride ions detection, rather than a

silver oxide contribution to the sensors’ performance.

OCP records

As already introduced, the sensors’ response is the

OCP record itself, reflecting the dynamic equilibrium

at the sensor/environment interface. The main

objective here was to determine the accuracy of the

chloride sensors to reflect the chloride content in the

alkaline medium. What should also be noted, is that

the time to reach a stable OCP for each sensor will

determine its sensitivity and stability. Since the

model medium was identical, fluctuations or
Fig. 3 Anodization regimes for sensor preparation (1-h duration)

and thickness of the deposited AgCl layer on the silver substrate.
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unexpected performance would be related to the Ag/

AgCl interface and/or the AgCl properties,

respectively.

The OCP records in chloride-containing CE (20 and

260 mM chloride content) are presented in Fig. 4. As

can be observed, increasing the chloride content from

20 (Fig. 4a) to 260 mM (Fig. 4b) results in a cathodic

shift of the OCP values for all sensors. For sensors A

and B, the initial values, e.g., within 60–120 s of

immersion, read between 90 mV (for 20 mM chloride

content) and 25 mV (for 260 mM chloride content),

while before stabilization the initial OCP values for

sensors C and D are between 40 (Fig. 4a) and 15 mV

(Fig. 4b). At the end of the test, the final OCPs for all

sensors correspond to the chloride content in the

medium—for 20 mM chloride content, the adopted

values were between 80 and 89 mV, for 260 mM

solution—the final values were between 24 and

25 mV. This is as expected and reflects the relevant

chloride content, since theoretically (following Eqs. 2

and 3), at 20 and 260 mM chloride concentration, a

chloride sensor should read 89 and 23 mV versus

SCE, respectively [45].

To be noted is that the OCP records in CE with

20 mM chloride concentration showed a variation of

50 mV at the beginning of the test, narrowing down

to 7 mV after 7200 s (Fig. 4a). In 260 mM chloride-

containing medium a smaller deviation was

observed, i.e., less than 10 mV at the beginning of the

test, decreasing to 1 mV after 7200 s (Fig. 4b). The

results show that both OCP variation and the time

needed for OCP stabilization are reduced upon an

increase in chloride concentration from 20 to

260 mM. This is irrespective of the sensor type and

anodization regime, respectively.

The results depicted in Fig. 4 also reflect a different

pattern of performance for the different sensors: OCP

stabilization depends not only on the chloride content

in the medium, but also on the obviously different

properties of the AgCl layer (which is in addition to

the thickness variation, Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 4a,

approximately 60 s were needed for a stable OCP of

sensors A and B, prepared at low current densities

(Fig. 3), while more than 1800 s were required for

sensors C and D (with a thicker AgCl layer, Fig. 3) to

reach a stable value. This observation was relevant

for both 20 and 260 mM chloride concentrations

(Fig. 4a, b). The increase in the AgCl layer thickness

from * 8 lm (sensor A) to * 15 lm (sensor B) has a

negligible effect on the OCP stabilization time.

However, the increase in AgCl layer thickness from

15 lm for sensor B to 20 lm for sensor C and 40 lm
for sensor D, has an obvious influence on the OCP

stabilization time. Consequently, the observed dif-

ference (1 min for sensors A and B vs. 30 min for

sensors C and D) should be attributable to a specific

AgCl layer morphology and microstructure, rather

than to thickness alone. To be noted is that the above

potential differences and deviation from the expected

performance was also recorded in the same range for

replicate specimens (three replicate specimens were

tested, but results for these are not included in Fig. 4

for simplicity). For instance, in less than a 100 s,

sensor A reached to the stable potentials of 85 ± 1.5

Fig. 4 Evolution of OCP values of the Ag/AgCl sensors in chloride-containing cement extract: a CE ? 20 mM chloride content;

b CE ? 260 mM chloride content.
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and 25 ± 0.2 mV in CE with 20 and 260 mM chloride

concentrations, respectively. In contrast, a relatively

stable OCP for the sensor D was observed after

1800 s, reading ca. 78 ± 3 mV for CE with 20 mM

chloride concentration and 23 ± 2 mV for CE with

260 mM chloride concentration.

Additionally, the following observation is impor-

tant to be specifically addressed: in the initial period,

the higher instability of sensors C and D, compared to

sensors A and B, was obvious (Fig. 4a, b, records

prior to 1200 s). The result means that sensors C and

D initially report an ‘‘overestimated’’ chloride content

(a more cathodic OCP), while sensors A and B give

an almost immediate accurate response. In other

words, the potentially different microstructural

properties of the Ag/AgCl interface for A and B

versus C and D sensors should be responsible for the

observed discrepancies. Except the already discussed

considerations, this hypothesis follows the common

knowledge that limitation of ion transport of any

kind at the interface sensor/medium (or limitation of

electron transport along the sensors’ conductive sur-

face) will be reflected in variations in the time to

establish an equilibrium condition. These aspects will

be discussed in ‘‘Correlation of sensors’ response,

surface properties and ohmic resistance of AgCl’’

section in correlation to the experimental results on

microstructure of the Ag/AgCl interface. Surface

chemistry, although supposed to be similar, might

also play a role in the sensor’s response. Therefore,

the next step in this work is an in-depth investigation

of the surface morphology, microstructure and sur-

face chemistry of all sensors, which are discussed in

the following sections.

Surface morphology and microstructure

In this section, electron microscopy (Figs. 5, 6 and 7)

and EDS analysis (Fig. 6) are discussed for all sensors

(A, B, C and D), produced for identical anodization

time of 1 h, but at different current densities (Fig. 3).

Additionally, electron microscopy of the Ag/AgCl

interface for D-type sensors, anodized at the highest

current density of 4 mA/cm2 and varying anodiza-

tion time, is also presented (Fig. 7) as supportive

evidence for the discussion in this and the next

sections.

Figure 5 depicts ESEM micrographs from the top

surface of the sensors, visualizing the AgCl layers,

obtained in each anodization regime. As can be

observed, the morphological features and packing of

the AgCl layer are different in each case. For sensors

A and B (Fig. 5a, b), ‘‘packed-piled’’ AgCl particles

were well observed on the Ag substrate. Addition-

ally, the AgCl layer appears to be relatively uniform,

presenting rounded, 1–2 lm in (top) size AgCl par-

ticles, and a distinct boundary between these. Along

with clearly observable boundaries, specifically for

sensor A (Fig. 5a), well defined are the surface

openings of micro-channels. For sensor B (Fig. 5b),

these features become slightly distorted, the surface

morphology, however, maintaining similar to the

sensor A appearance.

In contrast, the AgCl layer for sensors C and D

became a mosaic of complex patterns (Fig. 5c, d). The

high current densities, as employed for 1 h in the

production of sensors C and D (2 and 4 mA/cm2),

apparently induced the formation of elongated and

discontinuous, ‘‘twisted’’ AgCl particles. The ‘‘inner’’

microstructure of the AgCl layer cannot be judged

from surface observations only, but can be clearly

visualized on a cross section of the Ag/AgCl inter-

face. Figure 6 presents the cross sections for sensors

A and D, together with relevant EDS analysis in

depth of the sections, toward the Ag substrate (the

results for sensors A and B were similar, as well as for

sensors C and D, micrographs of the cross section for

B and C sensors are, therefore, not presented). The

EDS analysis in Fig. 6 for the interfaces in sensors A

and D confirms both Ag and Cl in the AgCl layer,

while only Ag at the Ag substrate, hence confirming

the expected qualitative outcome for the Ag/AgCl

interface.

For sensor A (Fig. 6a), a visually well adhered and

homogeneous AgCl layer can be observed. The grain

boundaries in depth of the layer can be well seen,

showing a well packed and almost perpendicular

orientation toward the Ag substrate. This upright

particles’ orientation would account for a continuous

micro-channel network in depth of the layer. The

contribution of such a morphology and microstruc-

ture to the performance of the sensor would be

reflected in a rapid response to the environment. This

is because a (vertically) open, continuous network of

micro-channels would account for reduced limita-

tions to ion transport. This was as actually observed,

OCP records’’ section and Fig. 4, where an almost

instant accurate response of sensors A and B to the

pre-defined chloride content was recorded, together

with a fast OCP stabilization. These microstructural
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Fig. 5 ESEM images of the AgCl layer on the surface of sensors A at 0.5 mA/cm2 (a), B at 1 mA/cm2 (b), C at 2 mA/cm2 (c) and D at

4 mA/cm2 (d).

Fig. 6 Cross section and EDS spectra of the Ag/AgCl interface in

sensor A at 0.5 mA/cm2 (a) and sensor D at 4 mA/cm2 (b). Note

Ag substrate in (b) is not seen at this 9 2500 magnification, which

is chosen to allow visibility of the bi-layer structure in sensor D,

together with the full AgCl layer thickness.
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features versus the sensor’ response will be discussed

in ‘‘Correlation of sensors’ response, surface proper-

ties and ohmic resistance of AgCl’’ section in more

detail with regard to the ohmic (incl. ionic) resistance

of the AgCl layer.

As shown in Fig. 6, increasing the current density

from 0.5 mA/cm2 (sensor A, Fig. 6a) to 4 mA/cm2

(sensor D, Fig. 6b), indeed results in a thicker AgCl

layer. The experimentally determined AgCl thickness

for each sensor was well in line with the theoretically

approximated values (Fig. 3, ‘‘Sensors’ response:

OCP records’’ section). The higher current density,

however, did not only result in the expected thick-

ness increase, but also resulted in the formation of an

additional inner layer of smaller AgCl grains,

appearing close to the Ag substrate (Fig. 6b). For

sensor D, Fig. 6b, a bi-layer appearance is obvious

with an increased level of heterogeneity, visually not

Fig. 7 ESEM images of the surface AgCl layer and cross sections of the Ag/AgCl interface for a D-type sensor, produced at 4 mA/cm2

and varying anodization time: a, b 900 s, c, d 1500 s, e, f 2500 s, h, f 3600 s.
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as uniform and well adhered to the Ag substrate, as

in sensor A (Fig. 6a). What can be also observed are a

large number of occluded pores in the top (surface)

portion of the AgCl layer (Fig. 6b). This feature,

together with the ‘‘twisted’’ morphology of the ca.

20 lm top (surface) layer, would account for poten-

tially increased ohmic, and ionic, respectively, resis-

tance of the total (40 lm) AgCl layer overall, together

with potentially increased tortuosity of the micro-

channel network. Along with the bi-layer structure,

all these features would rise the limitations to ion

transport and will be reflected in the response of

sensor D, e.g., a delay in achieving a stable OCP

would be relevant, as actually observed in Fig. 4.

Next to the above, the appearance of the Ag/AgCl

interface in sensor D resembles features, previously

reported in morphological studies of the Ag/AgCl

interface after reduction cycles [11]. This accounts for

the possibility of altered AgCl layer formation and

reduction on the surface of the D sensors, resulting

from the high current density during anodization.

More importantly, the appearance of an inner layer of

small AgCl grains, with open inter-grain pore spaces,

can be an indication of weak adhesion of the top

AgCl layer (or the AgCl layer overall) to the Ag

substrate. This is especially considering the fact that

the layer of smaller (AgCl) grains accounts for ca.

50% of the total thickness of AgCl on the D sensor’s

surface (Fig. 6b).

Summarizing, the microscopy studies revealed that

Ag anodization for 1 h at the highest current density

regime (sensors D) causes a high level of complexity,

variation in morphological features and a distinct bi-

layer structure of AgCl on the Ag substrate. Inter-

pretation of these results can follow a hypothesis for a

different AgCl formation mechanism on the Ag

substrate at high current densities. These will be

discussed in ‘‘Overall considerations’’ section in more

detail with respect to the ohmic resistance of AgCl

and the actual charge during anodization.

In order to support the above discussion and to

present a stronger evidence for the effect of current

density on morphology and microstructure of the

resulting Ag/AgCl interface, Fig. 7 depicts ESEM

micrographs of a sensor from type D, where

anodization was performed at 4 mA/cm2 only, but

for varying time of anodization. The microstructural

analysis of this D-type sensor was performed after

900, 1500, 2500 and 3600 s of Ag anodization. The last

time interval (i.e., 3600 s) corresponds to the time of

1 h anodization, as previously discussed for all sen-

sors A to D. Therefore, the features observed in

Fig. 7g, f are similar to those in Figs. 5d, 6c for the

previously discussed D sensor.

After only 900 s of anodization (Fig. 7a, b), the top

surface of the AgCl layer already demonstrated the

previously observed (Fig. 5c, d) AgCl particles with

irregular shapes and a complex pattern (Fig. 7a).

There was no clear evidence of a bi-layer structure

after 900 s, although small grains appear to be pre-

sent at the bottom portion of the AgCl layer (Fig. 7b).

The thickness of the AgCl layer after 900 s was

10 lm (Table 2 further below summarizes relevant

information for this D-type sensor). With further

increase in the anodization time to 1500 s, a thicker

AgCl layer (15 lm) formed. At this stage, a bi-layer

initiates to form with the contribution of small AgCl

grains at the Ag substrate (Fig. 7c, d and Table 2).

The small AgCl grains can also be found randomly in

the bulk top layer (Fig. 7c, d). After anodization for

2500 and 3600 s, the morphology of the top surface of

the AgCl layer was highly twisted and irregularly

shaped (Fig. 7e, f). These were similar to the previ-

ously observed features in Fig. 6b, but here clearly

pronounced for a shorter anodization time, i.e., after

2500 s. The cross section of the AgCl layer in these

D-type sensors also revealed the presence of small

AgCl grains and a bi-layer structure, with open inter-

grain pore space (porous microstructure) near the Ag

substrate (Fig. 7f, h). From the obtained results, it can

be concluded that, the complexity and heterogeneity

of the layer are irrespective of the anodization time.

However, the appearance of a bi-layer structure in

D-type sensors is anodizing time dependent. The

formation of small AgCl grains was also well

observed, together with interlayer cavities and

irregular empty space. All these features appear in

less than 1 h and, as previously discussed, would

increase the potential of de-bond or reduced adhe-

sion of the AgCl layer on the Ag substrate, subse-

quently would affect the sensors’ performance.

Following the results and discussion in this section,

the surface morphology and in-depth microstructure

of the AgCl layers in sensors A–D are obviously

different and current density dependent. Such dif-

ferences would logically lead to a variation in elec-

trochemical response, when the sensors are in contact

with the external environment. This was as actually

observed (Fig. 4) and discussed with respect to the

OCP records in ‘‘Sensors’ response: OCP records’’
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section. The highest instability in the model medium

was recorded for sensors D, while an almost imme-

diate stable state was achieved for sensor A.

From the abovementioned, the AgCl layer thick-

ness, morphology and microstructure for sensors A–

D are significantly different. It was hypothesized that

these variations would be responsible for potentially

different surface chemistry, although AgCl will be

predominant (as detected by qualitative EDX analy-

sis). For a more in-depth and quantitative analysis of

the surface chemistry of sensors A to D, XPS analysis

was performed, results and discussion on which are

presented in the next section.

Surface chemistry and composition

The high-resolution XPS spectra for all sensors are

presented in Fig. 8. Figure 8a depicts the Ag3d

spectra. The characteristic 3D states of different Ag

compounds and metallic Ag (Ag0) are very close to

each other, i.e., within 0.5 eV [47, 48]. Hence, the

binding energy positions of Ag3d do not unambigu-

ously identify the actual state of Ag. To support the

derived information from binding energy records, the

AgMNN Auger peaks were used (Fig. 8b). For com-

parative purposes, the AgMNN peak for Ag0 is

shown in Fig. 8b. The Auger parameter

(a9 = EK(AgMNN) ? EB(Ag3d5/2) was used for a

more accurate determination of the chemical state of

Ag, thus eliminating the surface effects of electro-

static charging [49]. The binding energy for oxygen

(O1s) is also presented in Fig. 8c. The obtained sur-

face atomic concentrations are given in Table 1. The

XPS analysis does not claim absolute values for

chemical composition of the AgCl layers, but pro-

vides an accurate (quantitative) comparison of

equally handled samples for the purposes of this

work.

Before a detailed analysis of the XPS results in

Fig. 8, the following should be noted. The process of

Ag anodization in 0.1 M HCl (pH 1.4) results in

electro-formation of a AgCl layer on the Ag substrate.

As discussed with relevance to the electrochemical

tests of Ag in 0.1 M HCl solution, also supported by

the CV test results (Fig. 2, ‘‘AgCl nucleation and

growth’’ section), 0.1 M HCl as a medium for sensors’

preparation prevents Ag2O formation, and favors

AgCl formation. Consequently, any other com-

pounds, as detected by XPS, were considered as

impurities on the sensors’ surface. The amount of

impurities, however, and/or recombination of these,

can be a consequence of the current density regime

Fig. 8 High-resolution XPS spectra for all sensors after 1 h anodization (A at 0.5 mA/cm2, B at 1 mA/cm2, C at 2 mA/cm2 and D at

4 mA/cm2): a Ag3d photoelectron lines; b AgMNN—Auger lines and c O1s photoelectron lines.
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and different thickness, morphology and adhesion of

the AgCl layer on the Ag substrate. Hence, the XPS

surface analysis provides a strong supportive infor-

mation for the performance of all sensors. The XPS

results also elucidate the dependence of the sensors’

electrochemical response on surface morphology and

microstructure.

XPS analysis for sensors A and B

The Ag3d5/2 core level for sensor A was measured at

367.4 eV (Fig. 8a), which is attributed to Ag? in AgO

[47]. The kinetic energy of the AgMNN peak for the

same specimen was measured at 356.2 eV (Fig. 8b),

which slightly differs (0.5 eV) from the correspond-

ing energy for AgO. The binding energy of the O1s

peak for the same sensor A (Fig. 8c) was measured at

532.4 eV, attributed to Ag–C–H–O and/or OH-.

Hence, the O1s binding energy strongly differs from

530.7 eV for O1s in AgO. Additionally, the Auger

parameter exhibits a value of 723.8 for sensor A. This

value falls in the range between 723.5 (for AgCl) and

724.2 (for AgO). The recorded atomic concentrations

ratio for sensor A (Table 1) for Ag:Cl:O equals

3.4:4.2:1. Consequently, the presence of AgO on the

surface of sensor A is not justified.

For sensor B, similar binding energies as those for

sensor A were recorded, although, as would be

expected for a thicker AgCl layer (as in sensor B), a

slightly broader AgMNN peak was observed, if

compared to that in sensor A (Fig. 8b). The Auger

parameter for sensor B with a value of 723.6 is closer

to that for AgCl (723.5) [47]. The surface atomic

concentration for sensor B (Table 1) gives a ratio

between Ag:Cl:O = 0.8:1.3:1.

It can be concluded that the surface composition of

sensors A and B is similar, also in line with the

recorded similar surface morphology and

microstructure (‘‘Surface morphology and

microstructure’’ section). These explain the close OCP

response of sensors A and B to a pre-defined chloride

content (‘‘Sensors’ response: OCP records’’ section).

XPS analysis for sensors C and D

The photoelectron lines and the Auger peaks for

sensors C and D are already different from these for

sensors A and B. Broadening of the Ag3d peak and a

shift of the binding energy toward higher values

were observed (Fig. 8a). The binding energy of 367.5

and 367.9 eV was measured for sensors C and D,

respectively. The broadening of the Ag3d peak is

related to the presence of subpeaks, characteristic for

silver in a different state. This is also evident from the

AgMNN peaks (Fig. 8b), where the kinetic energies

of 356.2 and 357.8 eV were measured, corresponding

to Ag2? and Ag0, respectively. The shape of the

AgMNN peak line is similar to the shape measured

by Ferraria et al. [48] for a mixed silver–silver oxide

electrode. Additionally, several binding energies

were obtained from the O1s peaks for sensors C and

D (Fig. 8c). The O1s binding energy with the highest

intensity at 532.4 eV corresponds to Ag–C–H–O,

whereas the significantly more pronounced peak

with a binding energy of ca. 530.0 eV is ascribed to

Ag2O and/or AgO. The wide shoulder of the O1s

peak at 533.5 eV corresponds to OH- and to adsor-

bed water. The concentration ratio between elements,

present on the surface is Ag:Cl:O = 1:1.3:1 for sensor

C, and Ag:Cl:O = 4.67:2.8:1 for sensor D.

As above concluded for sensors A and B, the XPS

results for sensors C and D are strongly supportive

the microstructural observations. Additionally, the

different surface chemistry, as recorded through XPS

for sensors C and D, explains the distinctly different

electrochemical response to alkaline medium with

pre-defined chloride content (‘‘Surface chemistry and

composition’’ section).

Table 1 Surface atomic

concentration (at. %) of the

AgCl layer for all studied

conditions (carbon (C1s),

silver (Ag3d), chloride (Cl2p),

Oxygen (O1s))

Anodization regime C1s (%) Ag3d (%) Cl2p (%) O1s (%)

C–C; C–H C–O

A 19 12 27 34 8

B 41 28 8 13 10

C 42 25 10 13 10

D 59 19 3 5 14
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Correlation of results on surface analysis

Considering the above XPS results, it can be stated

that the surface of all sensors is mainly AgCl covered,

with the presence of impurities as AgO, Ag2O and

Ag–C–H–O. The concentration of silver oxide and

Ag–C–H–O increases with the increase in applied

anodization current density. The ‘‘purity’’ of surface

AgCl is in the order of: A[B * C[D. Therefore,

among all sensors, sensor A contains purely silver

chloride at the most. The impurities increase in sen-

sors B and C, while the highest level of impurities

was observed in sensor D, where a more significant

amount of compounds, different from AgCl were

present. These results (together with the different

morphology and microstructure, ‘‘Surface morphol-

ogy and microstructure’’ section) explain the varia-

tion in establishing a stable state for the different

sensors in alkaline medium (‘‘Surface chemistry and

composition’’ section).

The significant difference in atomic concentrations

for Ag3d and Cl2p between, e.g., sensors A and D

(Table 1) is most likely linked to additional chemical

recombination in depth of a thicker and more

heterogeneous bi-layer of AgCl (as in sensors C and

D), rather than surface adsorption and contamination

only. This is because, on the one hand, simply

blocking the surface by impurities from the envi-

ronment would be detected as adventitious hydro-

carbons and CO of increasing concentration during

the XPS investigation, which was not the case. On the

other hand, for specimen D, the surface layer is not

AgCl only, but a composite structure, with a signifi-

cant contribution of metallic Ag, AgO and C-based

compounds. The presence of metallic Ag is well

evident—Fig. 8a, Ag3d at 367.9 eV—denoted to Ag0,

together with a well pronounced broadening, a

shoulder at 357.8 eV for Ag0 in the AgMNN Auger

line for sensor D (Fig. 8b). Additionally, the broad

O1s peak with a shoulder at 529.8 eV, as visible in the

O1s photoelectron line (Fig. 8c), account for the lar-

gest contribution of AgO in the case of D, compared

to all other cases. The presence of C-based com-

pounds is most likely related to a large extent to the

(electro) chemical transformations within the process

of anodization (lab air), in the sense that: enhanced

surface area of the D sensor, together with the well-

known catalytic activity of Ag toward CO2 reduction

reactions, will bring about not only C-based

compounds formation, but also reduction of Ag? to

metallic silver [50].

To this end, a synergetic effect of the increasing

thickness, roughness and bi-layer structure of the

AgCl for the case of sensor D (as in fact observed and

discussed in the previous sections), would account

for a more pronounced chemical recombination and

transformation of the AgCl layer if compared to the

case of, e.g., sensors A.

As above shown in ‘‘Surface morphology and

microstructure’’ section and 3.4, the AgCl layer

morphology, microstructure and chemical composi-

tion vary and depend on the applied current densi-

ties within the anodization regimes. Higher current

densities result in thicker AgCl layers (as expected),

increased complexity (e.g., more than one interface

was observed) as well as higher impurities and

chemical recombination within the layer. These sub-

sequently influence the potentiometric response of

the sensors in alkaline environment and ultimately

result in variations of sensors’ stability, as recorded

and discussed in ‘‘Sensors’ response: OCP records’’

section.

Correlation of sensors’ response, surface
properties and ohmic resistance of AgCl

Overall considerations

As discussed in the previous sections, the process of

Ag anodization involved the application of a constant

current at a chosen current density level. In the

medium of 0.1 M HCl, this results in the formation of

a AgCl layer of a certain thickness, morphology and

compactness. Figure 9 schematically presents a AgCl

layer, formed on the surface of a Ag wire, as used in

this study. The boundaries between the AgCl parti-

cles and the pore channels through the layer, known

as micro-channels, are also indicated (Fig. 9a–c).

These micro-channels are the main pathways for the

transport of ions within the AgCl layer [51, 52] and

develop differently with respect to the anodization

regime (Fig. 9b, c). As the AgCl layer thickens, ion

transport becomes limited due to micro-channels

confinement. This will be reflected by changes in the

electrochemical response of the Ag/AgCl interface

during anodization, and will be recorded as overpo-

tential changes. In other words, while the applied

current is maintained constant, the potential will

reflect the above limitations and the electrochemical
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interface will respond by an increase in overpotential.

Figure 10a depicts the experimentally derived over-

potential increase during 1 h anodization in the pre-

viously discussed (Fig. 3) regimes A, B, C and D, i.e.,

during the production of sensors A–D, respectively.

Figure 10 also presents the relation of overpotential

increase versus the actual charge density during

anodization for all sensors. Both potential versus time

(Fig. 10a) and potential versus charge (Fig. 10b)

curves provide information, linked to the physical

properties of the AgCl layer during anodization and

Fig. 9 Schematic of a Ag/AgCl sensor: a AgCl layer on the

surface of a Ag wire; b AgCl layer as produced at lower current

density regimes of 0.5 and 1 mA/cm2 (sensors A and B); and

c AgCl layer as produced at higher current density regimes of 2

and 4 mA/cm2 (sensors C and D).

Fig. 10 Overpotential vs time (a) and overpotential vs charge density (b) during anodic formation of AgCl on a Ag wire in 0.1 M HCl in

regimes A (0.5 mA/cm2), B (1 mA/cm2), C (2 mA/cm2) and D (4 mA/cm2).
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are related to the layers’ formation, possible restruc-

turing, surface roughness and/or limitations to fur-

ther growth.

The inflection points in the curves reveal the

point(s) of AgCl layer alterations during anodization.

Consequently, a linear relationship as in regimes A

and B (Fig. 10) accounts for a uniform and continu-

ous AgCl formation—as in fact observed for sensors

A and B. The overpotential response is well in line

with the actual morphological, microstructural and

surface chemistry results for the low current density

regimes A and B (‘‘Surface morphology and

microstructure’’ section and 3.4).

A semi-linear relationship, as in regime C (non-

linearity between 900 and 1200 s, Fig. 10a, b), already

accounts for events of restructuring and increased

heterogeneity of the layer. This is also in line with the

surface analysis for sensor C, resembling features and

surface chemistry close to sensor D. The most sig-

nificant nonlinear response in Fig. 10 was for regime

D—here thickening and restructuring of the AgCl

layer are expected to be at the highest level. These

were also as observed, presenting a bi-layer structure

on the surface of sensor D, together with the presence

of small AgCl grains and inter-grain voids and cav-

ities (Figs. 5d, 6b and 7).

Overpotentials in high current densities regimes—sensors

D

As shown in Fig. 10a, b, the nonlinear response of

sensor D can be segmented as follows: an increase in

overpotential was recorded starting after ca. 300 s,

significantly more pronounced after 900 s (Fig. 10a,

b); followed by further increase after 1500 s and an

abrupt rise of overpotential after 2500 s, together

with intensive fluctuations at the end of the test. At

values above 4.5 V, the overpotential for regime D

showed an abnormal fluctuation, related to passiva-

tion-like behavior or significant increase in surface

roughness.

Such fluctuations (erratic polarization response), as

in the 4 mA/cm2 regime for sensor D, were reported

to result in evolution of oxygen and chlorine on the

surface of the substrate [6], which would (at the very

least) cause surface heterogeneity and changes in

surface chemistry. For sensors D, the former was

reflected in a ‘‘twisted’’ AgCl layer morphology

(Fig. 5d), and a bi-layer structure of the AgCl on the

Ag surface (Figs. 6b and 7). The latter, changed

surface chemistry, is reflected in a more significant

contribution of AgO and Ag–C–H–O-based com-

pounds in the AgCl layer of sensors D, as derived by

XPS analysis (‘‘Correlation of results on surface

analysis’’ section). In fact, well known is that high

overpotential and oxygen evolution will be relevant

during anodization at high current densities (as in the

case of sensor D, Fig. 10). Depending on the pH of the

medium, oxygen evolution occurs on a metal elec-

trode, following one of the below reactions:

4OH� $ 2H2OþO2 þ 4e� ð6Þ

or

2H2O $ 4Hþ þO2 þ 4e� ð7Þ

During anodization of the Ag wires in a low pH

medium (0.1 M HCl of pH 1.4), the OH- concentra-

tion was limited; therefore, the oxygen evolution on

the metal (Ag in this case) surface will be a result

from the reaction in Eq. (7). The overpotential for

oxygen evolution can be calculated by Eq. (8).

gO2
¼ EO2=OH

� � Ei ð8Þ

where gO2
is the overpotential of oxygen evolution,

EO2=OH
� is the equilibrium potential of the oxygen

electrode (determined by Eq. 9) and Ei is the potential

of the metal under polarization (or the potential of Ag

during anodization in this case).

EO2=OH
� ¼ 1:299� 0:059pH ð9Þ

Additionally, well known is the unstable character

of the oxygen electrode in general, which is due to the

irreversible character of the electrochemical reactions

as given by Eqs. (6) and (7). Irreversibility (limitation

of the reactions in Eqs. (6) and (7) from right to left) is

a consequence of nonreversible surface modification

of the metal electrode, as for instance due to oxida-

tion of the metal surface or transformation of the

oxygen gas phase to OH�
2 ions. The result for the

metal electrode is a nonstable and nonreproducible

potential. This is in addition to the fact that, following

Eq. (9), an anodic oxygen evolution in low pH med-

ium can only occur at potentials significantly more

positive than 1.299 V. Additionally, at significantly

positive potentials the metal surface will be electro-

chemically altered, e.g., enhanced dissolution of the

substrate or passivation will be relevant. In both cases

a substantial surface modification of the original

metal substrate will be at hand.
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The above considerations and electrochemical

aspects/phenomena are directly applicable to the

sensor D, where clearly, surface modification during

the anodization process was relevant if overpotential

evolution is taken into account (Fig. 10a, b).

Microstructural studies (‘‘Surface morphology and

microstructure’’ section) and surface chemistry anal-

ysis (‘‘Surface chemistry and composition’’ section)

confirmed the electrochemically altered Ag/AgCl

interface and explain the nonstable electrochemical

state of sensor D in the model medium (‘‘Sensors’

response: OCP records’’ section).

Surface chemistry, microstructure and ohmic resistance

of the AgCl layer

Except the above-discussed aspects in relation to

overpotential and surface of the sensors, abnormal

overpotential evolution would be attributable to an

increase in thickness but also, in general, reflecting an

increase in ohmic resistance of the surface layer [8].

The ohmic resistance, however, is a combination of

both ionic and electron resistance. In the case of a

Ag/AgCl interface, where the AgCl layer contains

nonconductive solid AgCl particles, the effective

conductivity of the surface (AgCl) layer overall

depends on the presence of micro-channels (as

schematically shown in Fig. 9b, c) and the resulting

ionic conductivity. In other words, the ionic resis-

tance (and ionic conductance, respectively) of the

AgCl layer will be a dominating factor for ion

transport, surface changes, and ultimately—sensor’s

response in the model medium.

The ionic resistance (resistivity, respectively) of the

AgCl layer during anodization can be analytically

derived by employing the results in Fig. 10 and

Eq. (10). The linear increase in overpotential (DE)
with charge density (DQ) is presented as follows, [11]:

DE
DQ

¼ qJV0=F ð10Þ

where ‘‘q’’ is the ionic resistivity, ‘‘J’’ is the current

density, ‘‘V0’’ is the molar volume of the AgCl

(25.8 cm3 mol-1) and ‘‘F’’ is the Faraday constant

(96485.3329 s A/mol).

To determine the ionic resistivity, a linear regres-

sion of the potential versus charge curves in Fig. 10b

was performed with an accuracy for the A and B

sensors of R2[ 0.99, where R2 is the coefficient of

determination with linear regression. The coefficient

of determination (R2) is the key output of regression

analysis. It accounts for the deviation of the experi-

mental data points from the values predicted by the

linear regression equation. For sensors C and D, a

nonlinear relation was recorded; therefore, the curves

in Fig. 10b were segmented into linear portions. The

resulting coefficient of determination was again

R2[ 0.99 for these linear portions. Table 2 summa-

rizes the calculated values for thickness and ionic

resistivity of the AgCl layer for each regime and

sensor, respectively.

For sensors A and B, the layer thickness between 6

and 17 lm (theoretically calculated and experimen-

tally derived, Fig. 3 and Table 2) corresponds to a

relatively low ionic resistivity between 2 and 8 kX m.

Low resistivity is well in line with the actual ESEM

microstructural observations, where a compact and

homogeneous, yet open micro-channel top surface

was recorded for sensors A and B (Fig. 5a, b). Toge-

ther with the low to insignificant amount of impuri-

ties as recorded by XPS analysis (‘‘Surface chemistry

and composition’’ section) the AgCl layer for sensors

A and B would present the lowest (overall) ohmic

resistance. This will yield higher ionic conductance of

the AgCl layer and reduced limitations to ion trans-

port (Fig. 9b). In turn, the above will account for a

rapid stabilization of electrochemical equilibrium at

the Ag/AgCl interface and fast OCP stabilization, as

actually recorded (‘‘Sensors’ response: OCP records’’

section).

For sensor C, the AgCl layer thickness increased

disproportionally to the already higher current den-

sity during anodization, i.e., 2 mA/cm2 (Fig. 3,

Table 2). Based on the two linear segments of over-

potential versus charge response (Fig. 10b), the

overall thickness of 20 lm corresponds to an ionic

resistivity of maximum 43 kX m. This result is

already an indication of the nonlinear relationship

between layer thickness and ionic (ohmic) resistance,

suggesting a dependence of the AgCl layer resistive

properties on structure, morphology and composi-

tion. This hypothesis will be better illustrated if sen-

sor D and the D-type sensors are discussed, which is

in what follows.

Table 2 presents the measured thickness of the

AgCl on the surface of sensor D (Figs. 6b and 7),

together with the calculated ionic resistivity per lin-

ear segment of the response in Fig. 10b. As can be

observed, increasing the thickness of the AgCl layer

is not proportional to the increase in ionic resistivity.
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For instance, if the rapid increase to ca. 70 kX m upon

thickness increase to 15 lm (Table 2) is considered, a

layer thickness of 30 lm (after 2500 s anodization)

would be expected to present an ionic resistivity in

the range of 140 kX m instead of the recorded

93 kX m. This nonproportionality is attributable to

the: actual morphology and microstructure of the

AgCl layer in sensors D; the potentially high tortu-

osity of the micro-channel network (Fig. 9c); the

occluded pores and the gaps and voids in the bi-layer

structure (Figs. 6b and 7). These features account for

a limited ion transport, reflected by the increased

ionic resistivity of the AgCl layer in sensor D.

The correlation of ionic resistivity and microstruc-

ture of the AgCl layer is discussed next in view of the

aspects: intrinsic conductivity, extrinsic conductivity

and conduction mechanisms of AgCl growth during

anodization.

Intrinsic and extrinsic conductivity of the AgCl layer

In conditions, when the transport of ions in the AgCl

layer is limited (as in sensor D), schematically shown

in Fig. 9c, due to concentration and/or resistance

polarization, the rate of overpotential increase

(Fig. 10) is controlled by two processes: (1) migra-

tion/diffusion of Ag? ions away from the Ag sub-

strate into the bulk solution and, conversely, (2)

chloride ions from the bulk solution toward the Ag

substrate (Fig. 9c). The continuous formation of AgCl

blocks the micro-channels, and decreases their radii

with time. Eventually, the blockage and reduced

number of micro-channels will increase the tortuosity

and the transport distance of ions within the layer. At

this stage, a sequence of incipient ‘‘crack’’ formation

and ‘‘healing’’ of the already available cracks occurs

[8]. The cracks are actually a slight broadening of the

micro-channels, already existing in the layer. In this

case, the AgCl growth follows the so-called low-field

conduction mechanism [12].

The decrease in the number of open micro-chan-

nels and the decrease in conductivity of the layer,

may lead to a reversal of the conduction mechanism

from micro-channel-controlled (extrinsic conductiv-

ity) to AgCl solid phase-controlled (intrinsic con-

ductivity) [5]. This is known as high field conduction.

AgCl is a poorly conducting solid (1.2 9 10-7 S/cm)

with large concentrations of ionic defects (Ag?) that

range up to 0.7% of the lattice ions near the melting

temperature [53]. The contribution of interstitial Ag?

to the migration of ions through the AgCl solid

results in intrinsic conductivity of the AgCl layer [54].

These mechanisms can explain the different mor-

phology and microstructure of the AgCl layers,

obtained at equally high current density (4 mA/cm2)

and varying anodizing time (D-type sensor in Fig. 7)

or obtained at different current densities, but equal

anodization time (1 h duration) (sensors A–D in

Fig. 5 and 6).

Additionally, at high overpotential (e.g., sensors C

and D, Fig. 10), the low ionic conductivity of the

AgCl layer limits the transport of silver ions (Ag?)

away from the Ag substrate into the bulk solution (as

schematically shown in Fig. 9c). At the same time,

sufficient amount of chloride ions is available at the

interface between the AgCl layer and the solution to

react with the Ag?, hence, forming the AgCl com-

plexes, AgCln
� �ð1�nÞ

ðaqÞ [55]. A part of AgCln
� �ð1�nÞ

ðaqÞ
would diffuse inward, encountering a region with

Table 2 Ionic resistivity of the AgCl layer at different current densities and anodization time

Regime Current density (mA/

cm2)

Measured thickness

(lm)

Anodization time

(s)

Charge density

(C cm-2)

Ionic resistivity

(kX m)

A 0.5 6–10 0–3600 \ 1.8 2

B 1 12–17 0–3600 \ 3.6 8

C 2 0–1200 \ 2.4 10

*20 1200–3600 2.4–7.2 43

D 4 0–300 \ 1.6 11

*10 300–900 1.6–4.8 47

*15 900–1500 4.8–8.6 69

*30 1500–2500 8.6–13 93

*40 2500–3600 N/A N/A
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lower chloride content. These interactions favor the

nucleation and growth of AgCl particles from the

liquid phase in the bulk of the AgCl layer [56, 57].

The increased tortuosity of the outer surface of the

AgCl layer is due to the ongoing formation of

AgCln
� �ð1�nÞ

ðaqÞ and possible absorption of impurities

such as CO2 [50]. The absorption of impurities at the

surface of the AgCl layer was previously discussed in

‘‘Surface chemistry and composition’’ section. The

XPS analysis provided a strong supportive evidence

for the presence of carbon-based impurities and AgO

at the surface of sensors C and D. The formation/

dissolution of AgCln
� �ð1�nÞ

ðaqÞ is in accordance with the

following subsequent Eqs. (11)–(14):

Ag ! Agþ þ e� dissolutionð Þ ð11Þ

Agþ þ n þ 1ð Þ Cl� ! AgCl�n
nþ1 að Þ

complex formation
� � ð12Þ

AgCl�n
nþ1 að Þ ! AgCl�n

nþl bð Þ solution transport
� �

ð13Þ

AgCl�n
nþl ! AgCl sð Þ þ nCl� deposition and growth

� �

ð14Þ

The development of intrinsic and diffusion-con-

trolled conductivity of the AgCl in sensors C and D

are the causes for a significant contribution of Ag?

close to the silver substrate and dissolution/growth

of the AgCl layer [58, 59]. These processes subse-

quently result in the appearance of small grains close

to the silver substrate, but also embedded in the top

AgCl layer (Figs. 6b and 7d, f, h). The reduced

amount of chloride ions in this region most likely

facilitates the formation of metallic silver (Ag0) in the

bi-layer structure of AgCl. This is also linked to the

expected presence of Ag0, due to substrate dissolu-

tion (as previously discussed in ‘‘Overpotentials in

high current densities regimes: sensors D’’ section) at

the recorded overpotentials of [ 4 V, Fig. 10b.

Although the EDS results indicate these small grains

to be AgCl, the analysis is in fact masked by the

surrounding AgCl matrix; hence, interpretation is not

straightforward but only qualitative. Therefore, it is

well possible that in fact the small grains are metallic

Ag-based, deposited on the Ag substrate, as well as

ingrained in the overall AgCl layer toward the sur-

face of the sensors. The significant contribution of

Ag0 at the outer surface of sensors C and D, as

defined by XPS analysis (‘‘Surface chemistry and

composition’’ section), confirms the above

plausibility.

Considering the above discussion and the sensors’

response to pre-defined chloride content (OCP

records in Fig. 4, ‘‘Sensors’ response: OCP records’’

section) the following can be summarized for the

dependence of the sensors’ stability on AgCl

microstructure and surface chemistry. The packed

AgCl particles at the surface of sensors A and B

would determine a certain activity for silver ions

(Ag?) close to the silver substrate. In the presence of

chloride ions penetrating from the external environ-

ment, the Ag? activity will change to establish a new

equilibrium at the sensor’s surface (Ag ? Cl- -

AgCl ? e-). A fast equilibrium is achieved in a short

period of time, which reflects a stable OCP response

of sensors A and B in the solution. In the presence of

impurities, such as Ag0 in sensors C and D, a lower

concentration of Ag? will be available at the surface

of the Ag substrate. The decreased concentration of

Ag? would subsequently shift the sensor’s OCP

toward more negative (cathodic) potentials [59]. This

is also in accordance with the Nernst equation and

more negative potential of the Ag/Ag? electrode at

lower silver ions activity. Therefore, a longer time is

needed for the establishment of an equilibrium con-

dition at the sensors’ C and D surface. This time

period depends on the chloride concentration in the

medium and is shorter, when the chloride concen-

tration is increased (Fig. 4b).

In view of the practical application of these sensors

in alkaline medium, for instance cement-based

materials, the following needs to be noted: the results

and discussion in this paper refer to lab tests for short

time periods and answer the objectives of this work.

Although clearly sensors A perform best, their long-

term performance, together with the long-term

behavior of all other sensor types, is necessary to be

considered next.

This paper does not include the long-term testing

of the discussed sensors. However, the following

points can be noted with regard to practical appli-

cation. In this work, the AgCl layer thickness was

increased via a different choice of anodization, i.e.,

increasing the current density. A thicker AgCl layer

would potentially result in increased service life of

the sensor. Anodization at high current densities (as

sensors C and D in this work), however, was found to

reduce the adhesion of the AgCl layer to the Ag

substrate, along with increase in impurities and AgCl
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layer restructuring. These points were discussed in

detail in ‘‘Correlation of sensors’ response, surface

properties and ohmic resistance of AgCl’’ section. The

weak adhesion, increased heterogeneity and interfa-

cial de-bonding in these cases will ultimately bring a

sensor failure during practical use. The presence of

impurities is not only a limitation for the long-term

performance of the sensor in highly alkaline medium,

but will also result in an inaccurate response. This

would be of significant importance when interference

of hydroxide ions in the medium (as in alkaline

environment of nonsignificant chloride content) is at

hand, resulting in transformation of AgCl to silver

oxide. Increasing the chloride content in the medium,

would lead to a subsequent transformation of the

oxides to AgCl, i.e., a Ag/AgCl sensor is reversible,

an aspect which is as generally observed and fun-

damentally justified. However, the presence of

impurities in the AgCl layer, i.e., a decreased amount

of the AgCl as such, can be a limitation to

reversibility. Hence, the fabrication of Ag/AgCl

sensors needs careful considerations, specifically for

application in cement-based systems (or alkaline

medium in general). Considering the results in this

paper on microstructural properties, electrochemical

response and surface chemistry, this work can be

considered as a contribution to a decision-making

process for sensor’s preparation, in view of the

above-outlined aspects, and/or potential restrictions

to sensors performance in alkaline medium.

Conclusions

The mechanism of formation of a AgCl layer on a Ag

substrate was evaluated through cyclic voltammetry

and potentiodynamic polarization of Ag in 0.1 M

HCl. In view of Ag/AgCl sensors preparation,

anodization of Ag wires was performed in identical

medium (0.1 M HCl) and at four different current

densities (0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mA/cm2). The electro-

chemical response of the sensors to pre-defined

chloride content in alkaline medium was recorded.

ESEM observation and XPS analysis were performed

and the relevant mechanisms on the development of

surface morphology and resulting surface chemistry

were discussed. A correlation was made on the

results for sensors’ response, microstructural prop-

erties and ohmic resistance of the obtained AgCl

layers. The following main conclusions can be

summarized:

• The AgCl layer morphology, microstructure and

surface chemistry depend on the anodization

regime. Current density above 2 mA/cm2 was

found to increase the thickness, heterogeneity and

the ionic resistivity of the AgCl layer. Silver oxide-

based or carbon-based impurities were present on

the surface of the sensor in amounts proportional

to the thickness and heterogeneity of the AgCl

layer.

• The overpotential for the working electrodes (the

sensors) during anodization was found to be

current-density dependent as well. At low current

density regimes (e.g., 0.5 mA/cm2), the overpo-

tential increased linearly with time of anodization.

In this condition, ‘‘packed-piled’’ AgCl particles

are formed uniformly on the Ag substrate. At high

current density (e.g., 4 mA/cm2), when the

increase in overpotential with time is nonlinear,

a thicker and complex, bi-layer structure of AgCl

will form. In this condition, the outer AgCl layer

consists of ‘‘twisted’’ particles, inner gap-sepa-

rated from small metallic Ag(AgCl) grains in the

vicinity of the Ag substrate.

• Small (Ag)AgCl grains seemed to be embedded in

the AgCl layer as well, judged from the

microstructural analysis, surface chemistry results

and the mechanisms involved during anodization

(altered electrochemical state of the Ag substrate

in conditions of recorded overpotential, higher

than 2 V). The appearance of these inclusions

leads to increase in ionic resistivity, nonpropor-

tional to the AgCl layer thickness, together with

weakened adhesion of the AgCl layer to the Ag

substrate.

• The microstructural analysis of the AgCl layers,

coupled with surface chemistry assessment and

altered ionic resistivity, justified the reasons

behind alterations in the electrochemical response

of the Ag/AgCl sensors in alkaline medium. This

difference in the sensors’ response is

attributable to the variation in properties of the

Ag/AgCl interface, which was a consequence of

the different current levels during Ag

anodization.

• The results in this paper contribute to the deci-

sion-making process of sensors’ preparation,

although long-term performance at varying
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thickness of the AgCl layer is necessary to be

studied in order to reach a decision on practical

application. Ag/AgCl sensors, produced at low

current densities (e.g., 0.5 mA/cm2) were found

to be of superior performance, compared to

sensors, prepared at high current densities (e.g.,

4 mA/cm2). The produced AgCl layer at low

current density is more uniform, homogeneous

and compact, resulting in a stable response of the

sensors in the model (aqueous) alkaline medium.

These results need to be considered when an

optimized production process is to be defined for

the long-term, practical use of Ag/AgCl sensors.
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